
GAME OF CLOTHES
Statement Game

You can find more rules to download 
in English, Slovak, Czech, Polish 
and Hungarian on 
edugames.recycool.academy.

Games were created by Fashion 
Revolution teams located in the 
Visegrad countries, with financial 
support of the International Visegrad 
Fund. Fashion Revolution is a world-
wide movement for transparency in the 
fashion industry, which leads towards 
the acceptance of human and environ-
mental rights. 
Find more on 
www.fashionrevolution.org.

The game is based on 16 given 
statements. Depending on the time or 
mood it can be played in different 
scenarios - from the game of 
pantomimes to a longer debate. All 
statements are related to the topic 
of fashion and will help players with 
critical thinking,finding arguments, 
debating and describing their 
thoughts and opinions.

The topic of fashion was chosen to 
bring the spotlight on excessive 
production and consumption of clothes 
we are experiencing. As consumers and 
citizens we need to be aware of the 
impacts of the fashion industry on 
our lives and lives of those who make 
our clothes. 
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Objective

The objective of this discussion game 
is to encourage a deeper conversation 
between people and discover each 
other’s opinions and approaches to 
life.

Number of players

2 or more.

Game Nr.1

STATEMENT CARDS IN DISCUSSIONS

RecyCOOL 
Academy

Nitka



Description 

Statement cards can be used during group activities with the aim of striking up 
deeper conversations between people and getting to know each other better. These 
are suggestions on how they can be used. The discussions can be held in pairs or 
in small groups; before them, players should have some time to read and fully 
understand the statements and their implications. The discussions should be
open, with each player contributing equally, and the players should be reflecting 
on each other’s comments. Opinions and views of each person participating in the 
discussion have to be heard.

Rules 

1. 
Players are going through the cards and discuss the statements in groups 
(ideally, made of 2–5 people). They can enliven the discussion with the 
following questions: 

• Have I heard this statement before? From whom and on what occasion?
• Have you ever thought about the implications of this statement?
• What does this statement imply?
• Is this statement:

 » general knowledge
 » a scientifically verified fact
 » a statement of the current situation/reality
 » an excuse
 » an emotional statement
 » anything else?

• Do you consider this statement true or false in relation to your life   
circumstances?

• Is there any supporting evidence for this statement? If so, what is it?
• What is your opinion or feeling about this statement?

2. 
Players in groups (or in pairs) evaluate the following statements:
 
• Does this statement describe a problem or a solution?
• Is it a problem or is it a solution?
• Or is it both?
• If it is a problem – what is causing it?
• And if it is a solution, is it the right one – the one that works for me and 

for society – or are there some other solutions, and better ones at that?
• Why is that?

3. 
Players in groups (or in pairs) pick two cards and try to find logical and 
realistic connections between the two statements. They can make up connections 
and stories, but all of them should be realistic and befitting their 
surroundings.

(Example: I CARE ABOUT PEOPLE WHO MADE MY CLOTHES. I KNOW WHAT MY CLOTHES ARE 
MADE OF. – finding a connection between these two can lead to a higher awareness 
of the working conditions of garment workers / people making our clothes, and 
linking them to our responsibilities as customers / consumers of fashion.)
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Methodology Tips

• Depending on the situation and group, it would be best to work with selected 
statements, not with all of them.

• Consider the educational level of the players and their involvement and   
interest in the topics.

Game Nr.2

RATE THE STATEMENTS
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Objective

To measure and reflect on our own 
attitudes towards fashion/clothing 
through a set of statements.

Number of players

4 or more.

Tools

Small pieces of paper and a pen for 
each player. A sheet of paper and a 
pen for the game moderator.

Rules 

The game moderator is reading out statements (in random order, or selected 
sentences), one at a time. The players write their ratings on a piece of paper, 
then give them to the game moderator who counts them and offers a general 
insight into how the group views the statement (this way the poll is anonymous, 
but it can be open as well). The game moderator can start the conversation on 
the basis of which numbers were most popular – in other words, what the majority 
of the group thinks about a particular statement, and whether they all mean the 
same. The group can discuss why they chose that number and state their opinions. 
They get a chance to rephrase the sentence so that it is true for them. At the 
end of the discussion, they can rate it again if they have changed their mind.

Rate the statement according to how true it is for you or how well it reflects 
your opinion. 

Mark:

1.  if it is not true for you at all
2.  if it is somewhat true
3.  if it is neutral / it doesn’t matter / it is not 
    relevant / you don’t know / you can’t decide either way
4.  if it is quite true for you
5.  if it is very true for you / always true for you
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Methodology Tips

• The duration of the game depends on how many statements players want   
to discuss and to what extent.

• The rating game doesn’t work with excuses. Excuses should be left out or   
reworded, for example: But the label says it’s green / recycled. → I believe 
in what the brands put / print on labels.

• By the end of the discussion, each group member can come up with how they 
would rephrase the statement in a way that is true for them specifically. 
For example: I want to be cool, so I need to find my own style – one that is 
unique and lets me express myself.

• The rating can be used as a measuring tool before or after a discussion or  
a project related to the fashion industry to measure if there has been an 
impact. The measuring format can be different, for instance, it can be a form 
with all statements in which players have to circle a number for each  
sentence. Players circle a number for each sentence and rate the statement 
according to how true it is for them or to how well it reflects their opinion. 
They mark 1 if it is not true for them at all, 2 if it is somewhat true, 3 if 
it is neutral / it doesn’t matter / it is not relevant/ they don’t know/ they 
can’t decide either way, 4 if it is quite true for them, or 5 if it is very 
true for them / always true for them.

Game Nr.3

DEBATE CLUB

Objective

Debating is a great tool for teaching 
players how to discuss, choose best 
arguments, play roles, present their 
point of view, agree or disagree 
politely and constructively. Debates 
are also conducive to developing 
oracy skills. What’s more, this game 
will help the players to become more 
informed and aware of the biggest 
problems in the garment industry.

Number of players

6 or more.

Tools

Pens, sheets of paper for taking 
notes, chairs to sit on.

Description/Rules

A debate is a discussion about an issue or a statement. 

It is important to highlight that your arguments and speeches during the debate 
do not necessarily reflect your personal opinions or beliefs. 
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A debate usually involves three groups: one supporting the statement/issue (the 
proposition team), one opposing the statement/issue (the opposition team), and 
one composed of those who are watching, asking additional questions and – last 
but not least – judging the quality of the arguments and the performance in the 
debate (the audience / the judges).

Players should be divided into 3 groups (teams). The role of debate moderator 
can be given to someone from the audience or to a teacher/educator. 
The moderator can be changed after one turn of the debate or the chosen 
educator/teacher can play this role throughout the event. The groups should be 
changed after each round of debating – for example, the audience becomes the 
proposition team, the proposition team becomes the opposition team, and so on.

The number of rounds depends on how much time you have, as well as on the wishes 
and the willingness of the players (and the moderator!). We provide an estimated 
duration (in minutes) of one round.

There are three teams, each composed of two or more members. It is better when 
teams are composed of more than two players.

The moderator picks a card with a statement. The chosen statement is shown to 
the audience and to the two debating teams. It is a good practice for the 
moderator to choose a statement and prepare themselves before the game: find some 
information, tips, etc. both to facilitate the discussion and to better 
summarise it.

Both teams are given time (about 5 minutes) to prepare their speeches and come 
up with solid arguments. They can take notes.

The debate is started by the proposition team (the team that supports the 
statement) – one member presents their arguments. Then, one representative of 
the opposition team takes their turn. Each turn should last from 1 to 3 minutes. 
This pattern is repeated for the rest of speakers in each team.

Judges are taking notes during the debate and are not allowed to react in any 
way. Both teams take a 5-minute break to think up and write down arguments 
against the other team’s statements made in a given round. The rebuttal round 
starts, with each team defending their initial statements. This round is 
shorter, as it lasts only 3–5 minutes, and includes closing arguments.

When the debate is over, the moderator should give the players some time (10 
minutes) for a summary and discussion. Also members of the audience can be given 
an opportunity to ask additional questions and then, in the final part, to 
express their own thoughts and opinions/views on the matter. Members of the 
debating teams may also wish to reflect on their speeches and seek feedback from 
the audience, including the teacher/ leader/moderator/educator.

Methodology Tips

The moderator should be well prepared – it’s a good practice to prepare some ad-
ditional information and data about the garment industry. Some of the statements 
could be difficult to debate. The moderator should choose a statement for the 
game; the statement NO ONE SHOULD DIE FOR FASHION should be excluded.
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It can be challenging for teenagers to come up with arguments related to some of 
the issues, but – on the other hand – it can be very motivating and developing 
for them if they manage to find valid arguments.
It could be better if the educator chooses a statement.
It is very important to watch the time. The debate is probably better suited for 
older players; their experience may result in higher-quality argumentation.

Game Nr.4

WORLD CAFE METHOD

Objective

This activity is an easy, creative 
and flexible way to hold a group 
discussion about topics related to 
fashion. It allows for connecting 
similar topics and pieces of 
information on fast fashion.

Number of players

Groups of 3–5 people.

Tools

Tables, chairs, classroom, pieces of 
paper for notes or mind mapping.

Description

This activity is an easy, creative and flexible way to hold a group discussion 
about topics related to fashion. It allows for connecting similar topics and 
pieces of information on fast fashion.

Rules 

1. 
Create groups of 3–5 people (they can sit at different tables or create small 
circles) and select one host. Discuss the state ment that was chosen. 
 What is the implication of it in your life?
 Is it right or does it have to be changed?

A large piece of paper can be placed on the table, so everyone can take notes or 
doodle on it. You can join some of the thoughts together, creating a mind map. 
Leave 10–20 minutes for discussion. Optionally, you can use a “talking stick”.
 What to write down or draw in a mind map: 
 Own feelings
 Own opinions
 Objective facts
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2. 
Go to another table with different people (the game moderator stays and briefly 
tells the next group what has happened) and discuss what you have learned from 
the previous discussion. The game moderator can look at the notes and drawings 
for more input, and you can add something as well.

3. 
Continue visiting other tables to collect the opinions of as many people as 
possible, and then the group can decide if you share insights with everyone 
(whoever wants to). Try to look for patterns and come to an agreement.
Alternatively, participants can discuss different statements at each table.

Game Nr.5

MIND MAPPING

Objective

The objective of this activity is to 
view the topic of fashion in 
a complex way, connect the statements 
with our own experience, explore 
different mindsets and compare each 
other’s insights.

Number of players

2 or more.

Tools

Pen, crayons, pieces of paper.

Description

Players familiarise themselves with all the statements on the cards and make 
sure they fully understand them. They can work in two ways:

• Individually, each of them making their own mind map and then compare them  
at the end (through interactive discussion)

• Collectively, working together on one mind map (thus practising teamwork).

Ideally, mind mapping should be done with the use of a big sheet of paper (or 
a digital drawing program, if online), on which players can place the cards. 
There are no right or wrong answers – how the map turns out depends solely on 
the players’ knowledge, feelings, awareness, life situation, and mutual   
interactions.

Players should search for connections, explore relationships between 
respective statement cards, and write/draw these on paper in a way that makes 
sense to them. They should be able to argue the position of each card. 
They can classify cards by the topic:
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• human rights
• environment
• consumption/shopping habits
• care for clothes
• social habits/statements, etc.

They may realise that the categories overlap, and it is acceptable, as long as 
they can justify their opinion.

At the end, the players display their mind maps by setting up a gallery. They 
can compare each other’s projects, if they were working separately. 
Alternatively, they can work in groups and then compare group maps to learn 
about other points of view or other ways of thinking.

Methodology Tips

• Depending on the level of education, it would be best to describe respective 
aspects(human rights, shopping habits, etc.). Not every group/player is aware 
of the terminology or what a specific sphere involves.

• If there is time, this can be turned into a longer workshop: players make  
a mind map in the form of a collage with pictures, drawings, fabrics,   
cuttings, labels, etc.

Game Nr.6

IF I RULED THE FASHION WORLD

Objective

Objective of this activity is to 
improve essential communication and 
listening skills.

Number of players

5-20.

Tools

Statements printed on cards, could be 
laminated; a room with chairs.

Description

A game for novice debaters – during the game, we might have to argue against 
something we believe in, so it is important for us to try and understand the 
opposing point of view. Furthermore, this is a great way to make children 
appreciate the other side of an argument, helping them develop critical thinking 
skills.
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“If I ruled the fashion world” is a quick game and a good starting point for 
a new group of people (they get to learn each other’s names), but also for some 
initial reflection on the issue of the fashion industry.

Form a circle and explain the game. This is a good activity for the first 
meeting, as it helps people learn each other’s names, while the skills taught 
through the game can prove helpful during a debate.

Rules 

At the beginning of the game, each player draws a statement which they will 
debate during the game with a game moderator. Alternatively, players can pick 
a statement of their choice. Unfortunately, there is a risk that the player will 
not get a statement that resonates with them. Then the players create a circle.

The first person reveals their name and makes a statement about what they would 
do if they ruled the fashion world. For example:
Person A: “My name’s Zuzana and if I ruled the fashion world, no one would die 
for fashion.”

The next person has to repeat what the previous person said and expresses their 
opinion on it with a brief justification. For example:
Person B: “Her name is Zuzana and if she ruled the fashion world, no one would 
die for fashion. I would choose the same because the other day I saw a documen-
tary on TV about the collapse of Rana Plaza in Bangladesh. And yes, people were 
dying, which was absolutely awful.”

Then this person reveals their name and introduces their own statement. 
For example:
Person B: “My name is Marek and if I ruled the fashion world, everyone would 
care about people who make clothes.”

Person C: “His name is Marek and if he ruled the fashion world, everybody would 
care about the people who make clothes, and I couldn’t agree more because if we 
want an ethical fashion industry, transparency is the key.”

Person C: “My name is Romana and if I ruled the fashion world…” 

This continues around the circle. If the circle is large, the game moderator can 
pick someone standing in another part of the circle so that none of the players 
gets bored. Alternatively, you can split the big group into two small ones.

Methodology Tips

This game is great for a group of players who don’t know each other too well.

Game Nr.7

THE SOCRATIC METHOD OF DISCUSSING 
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Objective

Wikipedia: The Socratic method […] is a form of cooperative argumentative 
dialogue between individuals, based on asking and answering questions to 
stimulate critical thinking and to draw out ideas and underlying 
presuppositions.

This type of discussion, based on asking and answering questions, develops 
critical thinking skills and helps get to the heart of the subject. Discussions 
in pairs can be very stimulating; very often, we have to acknowledge our lack of 
knowledge (or ignorance of data and facts) or the falsity of our beliefs.

Description/Rules

Wikipedia: The Socratic method […] is a form of cooperative argumentative 
dialogue between individuals, based on asking and answering questions to 
stimulate critical thinking and to draw out ideas and underlying 
presuppositions. The group works in pairs. Every pair is given two statements 
to discuss.

In the first round, one person presents the statement to their interlocutor and 
starts with revealing whether they agree with the statement or not. The inter-
locutor should stimulate the discussion by using different kinds of questions: 
both short and simple (for example “Why?” or “Where?”) and detailed (such as 
“Why do you agree with this statement?”, “Do you have any information about this 
subject?”, “Who said/wrote that this is true?”, “Why don’t you repair your own 
clothes?” or “Why do you care about the people who made your clothes?”).

In the second round, co-speakers switch their roles: the one who was asking 
questions now presents their point of view and the next statement.

At the end of the discussions, both speakers can briefly (with each other or in 
front of the whole group) evaluate their answers, talk about their thoughts and 
opinions, etc. They can shortly summarise their discussion and answer some basic 
questions: did they change their point of view / opinion during the game? Were 
the statements/questions/answers surprising? Was the discussion overwhelming, 
cheerful, enjoyable, thought-provoking, etc.? Did they agree or disagree with 
their partner?
 

Methodology Tips

This game can be challenging, especially for younger players. Players need some 
time to prepare themselves for the discussion. The moderator should be well pre-
pared too – it’s a good practice to prepare some additional information and data 
about the garment industry for players.
This game is more suitable for older players.

Tools

Chairs to sit opposite each other,   
a pen, a piece of paper 

Number of players

2 or more.










